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The 2016 2nd International Conference on Energy Equipment Science and Engineering (ICEESE 2016) was held on
November 12-14, 2016 in Guangzhou, China. ICEESE 2016 brought together innovative academics and industrial
experts in the field of energy equipment science and engineering to a common forum. The primary goal of the conference
is to promote research and developmental activities in energy equipment science and engineering and another goal is to
promote scientific information interchange between researchers, developers, engineers, students, and practitioners
working all around the world. The conference will be held every year to make it an ideal platform for people to share
views and experiences in energy equipment science and engineering and related areas. This second volume of the twovolume set of proceedings covers the field of Structural and Materials Sciences, and Computer Simulation & Computer
and Electrical Engineering.
The book is a compilation of recent research results on building construction materials. Civil Engineers and Materials
Scientists from all over the world present their ideas for further material developments, the testing of structures and
solutions for in situ applications. Many of the innovations, composites and the design of existing material mixes,
especially for concrete, are discussed.
This book comprises the papers presented at the International Conference on Experimental and Computational
Mechanics (ECM02), which was held in Dunhuang, China. The proceedings of this prestigious Sino-Japanese
conference covered very wide-ranging topics related to experimental and computational mechanics.
Study Writing is for students at intermediate level and above who need to develop their writing skills and write better
academic essays, projects, research articles or theses. Study Writing encourages students to develop their writing
strategies, seek feedback on their own writing and analyse expert writers' texts in order to become more reflective and
effective writers. Study Writing helps learners to write more effectively by: - introducing key concepts in academic writing
such as the role of generalizations and definitions and the application of principles like the Clarity Principle and the
Honesty Principle - exploring the use of information structures, including those used to develop and present an argument
- familiarizing learners with the characteristics of academic genre - analysing the grammar and vocabulary associated
with these aspects of academic writing - offering practice in processes and strategies known to help learners improve
their academic writing. The book contains a full answer key and helpful teaching notes. This second edition has been
updated to reflect modern thinking in the teaching of writing, to include more recent texts in the disciplines presented and
to take account of new media and the growth of online resources.
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This book is devoted to the deformation and failure in metallic materials, summarizing the results of a research
programme financed by the "Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft". It presents the recent engineering as well as
mathematical key aspects of this field for a broad community. Its main focus is on the constitutive behaviour as well as
the damage and fracture of metallic materials, covering their mathematical foundation, modelling and numerics, but also
relevant experiments and their verification.
This textbook demonstrates the application of the finite element philosophy to the solution of real-world problems and is aimed at graduate
level students, but is also suitable for advanced undergraduate students. An essential part of an engineer’s training is the development of the
skills necessary to analyse and predict the behaviour of engineering systems under a wide range of potentially complex loading conditions.
Only a small proportion of real-life problems can be solved analytically, and consequently, there arises the need to be able to use numerical
methods capable of simulating real phenomena accurately. The finite element (FE) method is one such widely used numerical method. Finite
Element Applications begins with demystifying the ‘black box’ of finite element solvers and progresses to addressing the different pillars that
make up a robust finite element solution framework. These pillars include: domain creation, mesh generation and element formulations,
boundary conditions, and material response considerations. Readers of this book will be equipped with the ability to develop models of realworld problems using industry-standard finite element packages.
A formal computational theory of writing systems relating to psycholinguistic results.
Hamka’s Great Story presents Indonesia through the eyes of an impassioned, popular thinker who believed that Indonesians and Muslims
everywhere should embrace the thrilling promises of modern life, and navigate its dangers, with Islam as their compass. Hamka (Haji Abdul
Malik Karim Amrullah) was born when Indonesia was still a Dutch colony and came of age as the nation itself was emerging through
tumultuous periods of Japanese occupation, revolution, and early independence. He became a prominent author and controversial public
figure. In his lifetime of prodigious writing, Hamka advanced Islam as a liberating, enlightened, and hopeful body of beliefs around which the
new nation could form and prosper. He embraced science, human agency, social justice, and democracy, arguing that these modern
concepts comported with Islam’s true teachings. Hamka unfolded this big idea—his Great Story—decade by decade in a vast outpouring of
writing that included novels and poems and chatty newspaper columns, biographies, memoirs, and histories, and lengthy studies of theology
including a thirty-volume commentary on the Holy Qur’an. In introducing this influential figure and his ideas to a wider audience, this
sweeping biography also illustrates a profound global process: how public debates about religion are shaping national societies in the
postcolonial world.
The new edition of the Great Writing series provides clear explanations, extensive models of academic writing and practice to help learners
write great sentences, paragraphs, and essays. With expanded vocabulary instruction, sentence-level practice, and National Geographic
content to spark ideas, students have the tools they need to become confident writers. Updated in this Edition: Clearly organized units offer
the practice students need to become effective independent writers. Each unit includes: Part 1: Elements of Great Writing teaches the
fundamentals of organized writing, accurate grammar, and precise mechanics. Part 2: Building Better Vocabulary provides practice with
carefully-selected, level-appropriate academic words. Part 3: Building Better Sentences helps writers develop longer and more complex
sentences. Part 4: Writing activities allow students to apply what they have learned by guiding them through writing, editing, and revising. Part
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5: New Test Prep section gives a test-taking tip and timed task to prepare for high-stakes standardized tests, including IELTs and TOEFL.
The new guided online writing activity takes students through the entire writing process with clear models for reference each step of the way.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This book contains all the guidelines needed to help you write an advertisement resume that will get you interviews and a job. It promotes
writing results work statements rather than task and responsibility statements. Key features include how to write 1. your heading in relation to
space available, 2. targeted objectives, 3. work statements that use key words and still describe how good you are, 4. skill sections that show
your level of ability, and 5. activities that show your chemistry. Make Your Resume Talk is written in sections to help you build or re-write your
resume and help you tailor your resume to specific jobs. Many "before and after" resumes with individual critiques on different occupations
are included to show how to write statements that get attention of potential employers. Helpful tips are provided throughout the book to
highlight critical information for writing a resume that will talk for you. Chapters are provided to cover all aspects of the resume plus special
chapters on electronic resumes, help for high school/college students, and the physical attributes of resumes. Effective cover letter guidelines
with examples are provided as a bonus. Personal testimonials are scattered through the book to show you how the guidelines helped other
users. The success of his approach is shown by this quote from a Senior Corporate Recruiter from Red Hat which stated, "As a corporate
recruiter, I view hundreds of resumes daily filed with buzz words, tasks and objectives that don't meet the candidate's background. These
resumes are quickly eliminated. The resumes that follow the guidelines outlined in Dick Hart's book that show the depth of the candidate's
ability and how well the buzz words apply to their accomplishments are the ones we seriously consider. Diligent applicants need to follow his
advice and list solid achievements from past/current performance."

"This is the most comprehensive account of the internal dynamics of the young intellectual generation of NU advocating for
pluralism and democracy within Islam in Indonesia, during Gus Dur's leadership of PBNU. Because of the author's unique vantage
point, her sometimes sharp criticism of this movement and its internal dynamics is extremely useful to those who continue to
advocate for reform, within NU and in Indonesia generally." - Ahman Suaedy, Executive Director, Wahid Institute, Jakarta "Robin
Bush provides an authoritative, insightful and engaging account of the political and intellectual world of Nahdlatul Ulama. She
carefully analyses the tumultuous and often tangled dynamics within NU from the 1980s to the post-Soeharto period and unearths
deeper historical and cultural resonances in explaining the organisation's outlook and actions. This is a valuable work for anyone
seeking to understand contemporary Islamic politics in Indonesia." - Greg Fealy, Fellow and Senior Lecturer in Indonesian Politics,
Australian National University, Canberra
This innovative book is a pioneering study of political debate in an important Southeast Asian society. Now available in paperback
it re-examines the formative period in Malay nationalism and argues against using nationalism as the paradigm of analysis.'This
magnificent book is certainly essential reading for Malaysianists and Malaysians interested in the intrigues and mystique of Malay
politics, in the past and at present.' Shamsul, A.B., Asian Studies Review'The Invention of Politics in Colonial Malaya is a model of
its kind and will undoubtedly become a landmark in Malaysian studies and an example to those in other fields. It is a stylish and
highly readable essay in cultural history.' William R Roff, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies
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This is the first major study to bring together for examination all of Conrad's Malay fiction: the early novels, Almayer's Folly , An
Outcast of the Islands , and Lord Jim ; the two later novels, Victory and The Rescue ; and various short stories, such as The
Lagoon and Karain . The volume focuses on cross-cultural encounters, cultural identity and cultural dislocation, paying particular
attention to issues of race and gender. He also situates Conrad's fiction in relation to earlier English accounts of South-East Asia.
The book covers an introduction to the computational analysis of plasticity in engineering materials and structures. The general
theory is presented which, wherever possible, is reduced to simple, one-dimensional forms to develop understanding and a good
'physical feel' for the theory. Implementations of the theory in to modern computer solution techniques are described and several
examples given.
The book presents a collection of MATLAB-based chapters of various engineering background. Instead of giving exhausting
amount of technical details, authors were rather advised to explain relations of their problems to actual MATLAB concepts. So,
whenever possible, download links to functioning MATLAB codes were added and a potential reader can do own testing. Authors
are typically scientists with interests in modeling in MATLAB. Chapters include image and signal processing, mechanics and
dynamics, models and data identification in biology, fuzzy logic, discrete event systems and data acquisition systems.
Despite the largest-scale decentralisation of education since 1999, which broadly led to the marketisation of education, it is not clear how
school education responds to the multicultural realities of Indonesian society and ethno-religious conflicts. Creating Multicultural Citizens
presents a comprehensive evaluation of contemporary education in the largest democratic Muslim country in the world, focusing on the ways
in which education prepares citizens for a multicultural society. It thoroughly examines the state-religion-community roles in the field of
education in developing the Indonesian people. Using a qualitative ethnographic methodology, the author presents six case studies of
different schools, including religious, non-religious, state and private schools, in two different provinces in Indonesia. It particularly explores:
Evolving but contested theories of multiculturalism and multicultural education; Education changes and reforms in post-Suharto Indonesia;
Government policies for multicultural education and school curriculum; School leadership for education for diversity; Roles of religious
education in schools in nurturing multicultural beliefs, values and attitudes; Extra-curricular activities and tolerance; Students’ perspectives of
multiculturalism and the ideal society; The promising development of a pesantren (Islamic boarding school in establishing multicultural
education. It is the first book to explore how education in Indonesia helps contribute to the creation of tolerant and multicultural citizens and is
essential reading for anyone involved in Indonesian education and international higher education.
Stimuli-responsive polymer systems can be defined as functional materials that show physical or chemical property changes in response to
external stimuli such as temperature, radiation, chemical agents, pH, mechanical stress, and electric and magnetic fields. Recent
developments in manufacturing techniques have facilitated the production of a wide range of stimuli-responsive polymer systems, such as
micro- and nanoscale structures, with potential applications in soft sensors and actuators, smart textiles, soft robots, and artificial muscles.
This book brings together the recent progress in manufacturing techniques, with particular emphasis on 3D and 4D printing and applications
of stimuli-responsive polymer systems in biomedicine and soft robotics.
Since the early twentieth century, Muslim reformers have been campaigning for a total transformation of the ways in which Islam is imagined
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in the Malay world. One of the most influential is the author Haji Abdul Malik bin Abdul Karim Amrullah, commonly known as Hamka. In
Hamka and Islam, Khairudin Aljunied employs the term "cosmopolitan reform" to describe Hamka's attempt to harmonize the many streams
of Islamic and Western thought while posing solutions to the various challenges facing Muslims. Among the major themes Aljunied explores
are reason and revelation, moderation and extremism, social justice, the state of women in society, and Sufism in the modern age, as well as
the importance of history in reforming the minds of modern Muslims.Aljunied argues that Hamka demonstrated intellectual openness and
inclusiveness toward a whole range of thoughts and philosophies to develop his own vocabulary of reform, attesting to Hamka's unique ability
to function as a conduit for competing Islamic and secular groups. Hamka and Islam pushes the boundaries of the expanding literature on
Muslim reformism and reformist thinkers by grounding its analysis within the Malay experience and by using the concept of cosmopolitan
reform in a new context.
The work deals with the thermomechanical mechanical behavior of microstructured materials, which has attracted considerable interest from
both the academic and the industrial research communities. The past decade has witnessed major progress in the development of analytical
as well as numerical modeling approaches and of experimental methods in this field. Considerable research efforts have been aimed at
obtaining microstructure-property correlations and at studying the damage and failure behavior of microstructured materials. The book
combines an overview of important analytical and numerical modeling approaches in continuum micromechanics and is aimed at academic
and industrial researchers, such as materials scientists, mechanical engineers, and applied physicists, who are working or planning to work in
the field of mechanics of microstructured materials such as composites, metals and ceramics.
ABAQUS software is a general-purpose finite element simulation package mainly used for numerically solving a wide variety of design
engineering problems; however, its application to simulate the dynamic structures within the civil engineering domain is highly complicated.
Therefore, this book aims to present specific complicated and puzzling challenges encountered in the application of Finite Element Method
(FEM) for solving the problems related to Structural Dynamics using ABAQUS software that can fully utilize this method in complex simulation
and analysis. Various chapters of this book demonstrate the process for the modeling and analysis of impenetrable problems through
simplified step-by-step illustration by presenting screenshots from ABAQUS software in each part/step and showing various graphs.
Highlights: Focuses on solving problems related to Structural Dynamics using ABAQUS software Helps to model and analyze the different
types of structures under various dynamic and cyclic loads Discusses the simulation of irregularly-shaped objects comprising several different
materials with multipart boundary conditions Includes the application of various load effects to develop structural models using ABAQUS
software Covers a broad array of applications such as bridges, offshores, dams, and seismic resistant systems Overall, this book is aimed at
graduate students, researchers, and professionals in structural engineering, solid mechanics, and civil engineering.

Travel has been a mode of assessment of territory, of knowledge gathering, and of putting a discursive system into place. This
volume, edited and introduced by Sachidananda Mohanty, brings to you the range of hidden discourses that constituted and
explored the issues central to the political and literary representation of Indian reality, and the politics behind it.
So You Want to Be a Doctor? is written specifically for young people who are considering embarking on a medical degree, as well
as for those already enrolled. This essential guide covers: Prerequisites for admission into medical school at both undergraduate
and graduate-entry level. What to expect as a qualified doctor in Australia today - and what the Australian community expects in its
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doctors. Life as a student, from the application, selection and interview process, to the pressures of study, advice on managing
stress and distress, and where to get help if needed. The 18 medical schools in Australia, their similarities and differences and
particular focus or strengths. The Australian health care system and career paths for medical graduates. It includes advice about
study methods, financial support, and balancing study with part-time work and a social life, as well as information that is relevant to
specific groups such as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students, international students and students with a disability. So You
Want to Be a Doctor? provides all the information a prospective medical student might need to decide on pursuing a career in
medicine and to survive and thrive during the course of their study.
Litteratur fra forskellige egne på Philippinerne
‘How to Get into Medical School in Australia’ is the definitive guide on how to succeed in your application to medical school – and
how to excel once there. The book provides comprehensive detail on the admissions processes – both undergraduate and
graduate – in an easy-to-digest, chronological format, to help you manage your application step by step. Featuring study tips and
techniques for high school, undergraduate and medical school entry exams (UMAT and GAMSAT), information on sought-after
characteristics and how to optimise them for your application, profiles of all of the medical schools in Australia, and everything you
ever wanted to know about the medical school interview, ‘How to Get into Medical School’ is the perfect companion for any
prospective medical student. The guide also contains tips on how to enjoy and excel at medical school (and beyond), including
study techniques and tips to use on the wards.
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